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Dataset Model BLEU 
Score

CoNaLa NL2Code 17.8

CoNaLa TranX 24.05

CoNaLa Translated to 
Spanish

TranX 15.4

Mined English CoNaLa TranX 2.63

Mined Spanish Data TranX 0

Mined Spanish Data TranX – Trained on 
Spanish CoNaLa

2.58

Our baseline is the CoNaLa Dataset. The CoNaLa dataset is an 
English based dataset consisting of the title of a question from 
StackOverflow (the intent) and a snippet of code taken one of 
the answers to the question.

• It is often easier to describe code in Natural Language then to 
immediately know the language specific 
implementation. Natural Language to code generators could 
help speed up this process.

• It is interesting to see how existing approaches generalize 
to natural languages other than English. Since code is not just 
written by English speakers, it is important for a model to be 
able to learn from languages other than English.

The goal of our project is to investigate whether an existing 
natural language to code conversion technique generalizes well 
to non-English languages

Our Spanish CoNaLa dataset comes from using Google translate 
to convert the CoNaLa dataset question titles to Spanish.

We gathered a Spanish Language dataset from StackOverflow
which is smaller than the English dataset due to the amount of 
data available in Spanish (500MB Spanish v. 72GB English).

Models

• We used both the NL2Code and the TranX model
• Both are based on an Encoder/Decoder model
• Encoding: bi-directional LSTM
• Decoder: conditional LSTM with attention
• Uses a beam search with a size of 15 to pick the best rule 

from the grammar as output for the AST.

We evaluate the generated code against the reference code 
using Bilinear Evaluation Understudy (BLEU). We use token-level 
Bilinear Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) since BLEU produces a 
higher score when more sub-components of the generated code 
matches the ground truth code.
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• It appears this task is hard even for languages that have similar 
root languages as English, given the lower BLEU score for the 
Spanish version of this model

• Even with a stronger model in TranX, compared to NL2Code, 
the BLEU score is still on the lower end which suggests there 
could be an issue on our end regarding the pre-processing the 
data.

• We believe the mined Spanish data scored so low because the 
data was lower quality and had fewer examples.
• To test this, we ran the TranX with the lower quality version 

of the English CoNaLa data which also scored much lower 
than the high quality data

TranX : A general-purpose Transition-based abstract syntax parser that maps natural language queries into machine executable source code (https://github.com/pcyin/tranX)
CoNaLa: A dataset that constructs executable code snippets from natural language (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.08949.pdf)

• Evaluate performance when given input in natural languages 
such as Portuguese and Russian mined from StackOverFlow

• Improve performance of model by refining mined data
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